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What is ground-water vulnerability?
It is an estimate of the relative risk of ground-water contamination by a particular constituent, such as nitrate.

Where is the ground water most vulnerable?
In the Puget Sound Basin, shallow wells in aquifers that have coarse-grained glacial deposits at the surface and a high percentage of urban (residential, commercial, and industrial) and/or agricultural land use in the vicinity are most vulnerable to nitrate contamination. For example, shallow wells in agricultural areas overlying coarse-grained glacial deposits, like much of the Lower Nooksack Valley, or in urban areas overlying such deposits, like parts of Tacoma and Olympia, have a greater than 50% probability of nitrate concentrations at or above 3 milligrams per liter (areas in red on the vulnerability map to the right). Nitrate concentrations at or above 3 milligrams per liter (mg/L) are well above naturally occurring levels in the Puget Sound Basin (see Brown and Caldwell, 1985, for example), indicating an anthropogenic (human-related) source of nitrate.

Why is vulnerability to nitrate of concern?
- Nitrate contamination has been suggested as an indicator of overall ground-water quality (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996a).
- Because drinking water with high nitrate concentrations is a potential health risk, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has set a standard for nitrate in drinking water of 10 mg/L (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996b). Identifying areas in the Puget Sound Basin where ground water has been impacted by anthropogenic activities (nitrate concentrations at or above 3 mg/L) can help water resource managers protect the water supply by targeting land-use planning and monitoring programs to these vulnerable areas.
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Vulnerability map. Probability (in percent) of detecting nitrate at concentrations of 3 milligrams per liter or greater in wells that are 50 feet deep in the Puget Sound Basin.
How was ground-water vulnerability to nitrate predicted?

A vulnerability model was created by relating existing nitrate data to factors describing:
- **aquifer susceptibility** — the ease with which a contaminant can reach the aquifer, determined by natural factors, and
- **contaminant availability** — the availability of sources of nitrate at or near the land surface, determined by anthropogenic factors.

**Method**

Using logistic regression (see below), the occurrence of elevated nitrate concentrations (at or above 3 mg/L) in samples from 1,967 public supply wells was related to natural factors to assess aquifer susceptibility, and to natural and anthropogenic factors to assess ground-water vulnerability. Data were from the Washington State Department of Health. Significant factors were well depth, surficial geology, and the percentage of agricultural and urban land use within a 2-mile radius of a well.

**Assessment of aquifer susceptibility**

The probability that a well has an elevated nitrate concentration was related to well depth for each of three types of surficial geology in the basin (graph a).

**Assessment of ground-water vulnerability**

To create the vulnerability model, significant natural factors were combined with significant anthropogenic factors: percent agricultural and percent urban land use within a 2-mile radius of the well (graph b). (Percent land use was calculated for a range of radii surrounding each well and related to the occurrence of elevated nitrate concentrations; a 2-mile radius provided the best fit to the data.)

**Creation of a vulnerability map**

The map on p. 1 was created using the vulnerability model (see the equation below) and geographic information system (GIS) coverages of the surficial geology and land uses in the basin. Maps can be created to depict the probability of elevated nitrate concentrations for wells of any depth.

**Evaluation of the vulnerability model**

The model was evaluated using existing data for 1,729 mostly domestic wells in the Puget Sound Basin. Data were from the USGS National Water Information System.

---

**Logistic regression**

In the vulnerability model, the probability \( P \) that a well has a nitrate concentration at or above 3 mg/L is related to natural and contaminant availability factors as follows:

\[
P = \frac{e^{(A + B(\text{Well Depth}) + C(\% \text{ Urban Land Use}) + \ldots)}}{1 + e^{(A + B(\text{Well Depth}) + C(\% \text{ Urban Land Use}) + \ldots)}}
\]

The outcome of this equation is a binary variable—whether ground water will or will not have 3 mg/L or greater of nitrate. Values for the intercept parameter \( A \) and the coefficients \( B \) and \( C \) are determined using a best-fit method similar to linear regression. Once these values are determined for each surficial geology type, then available data on land use, surficial geology, and well depth can be used to create vulnerability maps.
How susceptibility and vulnerability assessments help with water-resource management

Planning land use
Areas where ground water is more susceptible to contamination can be identified. This information can be used in locating land-use activities that are potential sources of contaminants, such as landfills and high-density septic systems. Maps that display the susceptibility of an aquifer system can help educate the public and encourage its support of suitable land-use planning.

Targeting ground-water monitoring
Inspections, data collection, and other monitoring efforts can be targeted to vulnerable areas where land uses that are known sources of contaminants already exist. For example, public water systems are required to sample wells periodically for contaminants. Targeting sampling to those areas identified as more vulnerable to the contaminant of interest would result in more effective and less costly monitoring programs (Ryker and Williamson, 1996; Vowinkel and others, 1996).

Monitoring changes in risk of nitrate contamination of ground water
The probability of elevated nitrate concentrations calculated by the vulnerability model can establish a baseline measure of risk both spatially and with depth. Models based on subsequent nitrate data, which are collected periodically, can be used to evaluate changes in risk over time, which could result from changes in land use or because nitrate has traveled farther along ground-water flow paths.

Evaluating risk from other contaminants
Similar models can be created to predict the probability of detecting pesticides or volatile organic compounds if data exist; these models can then be used to assess susceptibility and vulnerability to these contaminants. However, where data on these contaminants are limited, models based on nitrate data could be useful for estimating relative susceptibility (but not vulnerability) to these other contaminants.
Advantages of this method of predicting ground-water vulnerability

- Vulnerability estimates are based upon statistically significant relations between water-quality data (in this case, elevated nitrate concentrations) and explanatory variables such as surficial geology.
- Unlike methods based on assigning categories of risk ("high" or "low"), this method produces vulnerability estimates which are probabilities; these numbers can be directly compared with estimates from other regions.
- Nitrate data are collected regularly and are widely available from State health departments and the USGS National Water Information System, providing much of the information needed for an inexpensive assessment of changes in water quality over time.
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National Water-Quality Assessment (NAWQA)

One of the greatest challenges faced by scientists is acquiring reliable information that will guide the use and protection of the Nation's water resources. The U.S. Geological Survey NAWQA program is the first nationwide evaluation of the historical, current, and future condition of these resources. This ground-water vulnerability model was designed by NAWQA scientists in the Puget Sound Basin, which is one of 60 major river basins and aquifers in the U.S. that are included in the program.
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